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CONTACT:

Hannes Köntti

https://wwwlinkedin.com/in/hannes-k%B6ntti-

sauhu@sauhu.fi 
www.sauhu.fi 

Sauhu is an in-cooperative partner with the Finnish National Pavilion 
in Expo 2020 Dubai and we are displaying wall size pictures of 
beautiful Finnish heritage landscape and nature in VIP section.

World Expo 2020 / Window to Finland -exhibit / State of the art

You really feel as if the picture 
displays were a window to Finland. 
and one could even forget they were 
here in Dubai, says Hannes Köntti, 
founder of Sauhu. "The visual 
sensation is genuine and I'm sure 
guests will appreciate their virtual 
visit to Finland.”

In the line of Finnish minimalist 
design tradition and innovations, 
Sauhu is a prime example of 
simplistic ingenuity. We are confident 
Sauhu is state of the art in backlit 
printed canvas displays and will set 
the new standard for sharpness 
color, brightness and size.

www.sauhu.fi

Photographs become an inspiring experience at the Window to 

Finland -exhibit, undoubtedly inducing a calm and peaceful ambiance.

Credits for picture: Business Finland photo archive. 

Photo: Olli Kotilainen

Credits for picture in canvas: Isku photo archive.

SIMPLE & PRACTICALARTIFICIAL REALITY
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I can’t believe my eyes / Backlit Canvas / Museum Exhibition

A photographic setting 

with Sauhu Displays of the 

Forbidden City exhibition 

tremendously added 

excitement and inspiration 

to the visitor experience. 

We got lots of glowing 

comments and remarks.

Another incident, he chuckles,

was witnessed by the museum

personnel, of a child who had

almost run into a display

mistaking it as real. He ends his

story with a comment from a 

visiting British Museum curator.

"Amazing, I've never seen

anything like this before.”

Since then, he has called his

displays by the name

"Sauhu-Illusion."

HARNESSING THE POWER 

OF VISUAL SENSATION

Sauhu - Illusion

AND SO ILLUSIONS CAME TO BE...

"Well, we brought the Forbidden City of Beijing to my hometown." Hannes Köntti 

replies with a smile.

He recalls of an incident prior to when the exhibition was opened, "The museum 

curator came to check our displays. When she arrived, at first she just looked at the 

photos without saying a word. Then she came over, looked straight to my eyes, 

squeezed my hand and said, “I made a great deal with you!"
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More Visitors / Contemplate Your Message / Impressive Results

Sauhu - Infinity

Conventional stand structures are often 

a waste of material and work.

Because Sauhu is recyclable module 

system: Nothing missing when setting 

up and no waste left behind. 

Walls, print attachments and back 

lighting is completed with only one work 

phase as it has previously taken three.

Sauhu - System

It saves over 95 % of energy, when

compared to video screens.

Road side and near traffic spots are often 

prime locations for our displays in 

contrary to motion pictures which are 

considered dangerous to drivers and 

often prohibited by law,

MORE ATTENTION, MORE VISITORS

The invention is unique because the image 

covers the entire panel surface to its edges 

and numerous panels can be joined to form 

a large size picture. 

Thanks to the invention, it is possible to 

construct limitless sized single pictures for 

outdoor displays. 

GIVES TIME FOR YOUR MESSAGE

www.sauhu.fi

Exhibition stand walls, facades and ceilings 

get done fast and easy with a more 

professional touch than before.

Surfaces need to look brilliant!                   

It is priority at exhibition stands, right?
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Cost-Effective Solution for Marketing and Branding

Benefits for your brand

More leads, more trade
Better visibility does that.

Better profits, better business 
Cause awareness is growing.

Your brand get stronger
You give more impressive images.

sauhu@sauhu.fi 

Benefits at the trade shows

More visitors to your stand  
Bright and vivid stand draws attention and 

arouses curiosity.

Your guests enjoy to stay
Bright, refreshing and silenced 

atmosphere in your stand make that.

Easier leads and sales
You can create a natural environment for 

your product in your stand and your 

customers will understand your product 

more easily.

www.sauhu.fi

Market prize, hi-end results. 
Contact now, so you can amaze your audience soon.

You are special and you know it. But do they know it well? 
You better show it to them bright and clear. You better amaze them.

Dyson feedback: ”Stunning & Brilliant!” 


